## REB Members

For questions about ethics and ethical review at Women's College Hospital, or to submit a proposal for review, please contact the **REB office** by email at ethics@wchospital.ca.

All members are Canadian citizens/ permanent residents of Canada.

### Board Membership

Updated June 4th, 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REB Chair</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Alison Williams**  
PhD | **Chair**  
Ethics, Non-Scientific, Affiliated |

### Scientific Members

| Aaron Drucker  
ScM, MD | Scientific, Affiliated |
| Ali Candib  
BSc, MSc | Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| **An-Wen Chan**  
MD DPhil (Oxon) FRCPC DABD | **Vice-Chair**  
Scientific, Affiliated |
| **Blanca Bolea Alamanac**  
MD | Scientific, Affiliated |
| **Nicole Bourgeois**  
RD, MSc | Scientific, Affiliated |
| **Sue Williams**  
RN (retired), BNSc, MEd | Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| **Vess Stamenova**  
PhD | Scientific, Non-Affiliated |

### Legal Members

| Jeffrey Bagg  
LLB | Privacy/Legal, Non-Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| Katie Hammond  
PhD, B.C.L/ J.D | Privacy/Legal, Non-Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| **Leanne Tran**  
JD, MD | Privacy/Legal, Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| **Sara Azargive**  
LLB | Privacy/Legal, Non-Scientific, Non-Affiliated |

### Ethics Members
| **Ruby Shanker**  
| MBBS, MHSc | Ethics, Scientific, Affiliated |
| **Rochelle Maurice**  
| BHSc, MHSc, MSW  
*(Alternate to Ruby Shanker)* | Ethics, Non-Scientific, Non-affiliated |
| **Community Members** | |
| **Andrea McLister**  
| RN (retired) | Community, Non-Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| **Linda Monteith**  
| BA  
*on leave until May 2024* | Community, Non-Scientific, Non-Affiliated |
| **Non-Voting Members** | |
| **Marie Steele**  
| MHSc | REB Manager, Affiliated |
| **Oswa Shafei**  
| MHSc | REB Coordinator, Affiliated |
| **Maha Zawi**  
| BKin  
*on leave 2024-2025* | REB Coordinator, Affiliated |